E. LUMLEY'S
CONSIGNMENT OF BOOKS,
ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN, Etc.,
Works an Canada, America, etc.; French Works, 340 Vols. in one lot; Normandie, Ancienne, 2 Vols., 232 beautiful plates; Finden, Ports and Harbours, 2 Vols.; Calmet, Dictionnaire de la Bible; Nelly, Histoire de France; Feller, Dictionnaire Historique; Rois de France; Newspaper Cuttings; Ladies' Companion; Aubigne, Histoire Universelle; Science, Pictoresque; Architecture, Hydraulique; Le Bryun, Levant; Fletcher, Devotions; Josephus; ditto, Gr. Latin; Bp. Hall, Works; Macknight, Works; Wesley; King Charles Prayer Book; Burke, Heraldic Dictionary; Egyptian Papyri; Ovid, finely illustrated; Pictorial Gallery, 2 Vols.; Bible, D'Oyly and Mant; ditto, Eadie; Fleetwood, Life of Christ; Locke, Works; Brady, History of England: Illustrated Catalogue of Great Exhibition, 3 Vols.; Oldfield, Representative History; Eills, Social Distinctions; Charnock, Marine Architecture; Peare for People; Cyclopaedia of Medicine, 4 Vols., cost £6 18s.; Dwight, Travels; Commentary; Gardening, Farming, Farriery; Post Office Directory, cost £1 1s.; Wheatly on the Prayer Book; Views; Furniture Designs; China; Lexicons, and other Greek and Latin Works; Atlases, Ancient, Modern, Chronological; Engravings, Holy Bibles; Hebrew; Family Herald; Elegant Extracts; Law Books; Conveyancing, pub. £3 12s.; Dictionaries, Cambridge, Illustrated; Colonies, Freemasonry; Commercial Assistant; Histories, Universal; Ancient; Modern; Europe; Greece; Rome; Gibbon; America; Ireland; Lives of Cicero; Bp. Warburton; Charles II; Davy, Cranmer, Gray, Dibdin; Peerage; Banterage; Theology, Alabama, Summer Cruise; Dr. Cameron; Sunn Library; Poetical Works of Cowper; Milton; Dr. Young; Burns; Lamb; Chaucer Drunken Barnaby; Gray; Eslemere; Shakespeare, Plays; Alcoran; German Children's Books; Browster, Ferguson, Lectures; Zoology; Bibles; ditto, Antiquities; ditto, Dictionaries, Cassella, Eadie; Scrap Prints, large Collection, Engravings, Portraits, Plates of Antiquities; Cruikshanks, George, Celebrated Works, collected; Photographs, Autographs, English Coins, Working Classes, Exhibition; Writing, Beauties of, ditto, Copies; Drawing Books, the best; Fragments, Easy Lessons, Cottages, Landscapes, Boats, Coasts, by Prout, Calvert, etc.; Animals, after the fine Old Masters; Painting, Portrait, Fresco, Gilding, Terms of Art; History, of Five Empires, Wilberforce; ditto, New Testament, by Dean Howard; ditto, Earliest, Palmer; ditto, Early English, Churton; ditto, English Colonial; Calendar, Ecclesiastical, Sermons, Prayers, Hymns, Scripture Illustrations; Painting, Gilding, Varnishing; Laws, Buildings, Dilapidations, Fixtures, Insurance, Architecture, Building, Surveying, Engineering, Masonry, Carpentry, Joinery, Railways, Artificial Foundations, Bridges, Masonry, Machinery; Designs, for Town Houses, Farm Buildings, Farm Yards, Cottages, Barns, Stables, Dairies, Brewhouses, Dog Kennels, Villas, Retreats; Churches, Chapels, Monuments in Churches, etc.; Gardens, ditto Decorations, Field Gates; Furniture, Upholstery, Builders Price Book, Perspective, Agriculture, Botany, Farms, Gardening, Farming, Roads, Fishing; Conchology by Brown, pub. 3g.; ditto, FOSSIL, 3521 most truthful figures, pub, £5 10s. 0d.; Diamonds, Pearls, etc.; Army, Cavalry Tactics, etc., by the celebrated Bismark, Navy; Music, Piano, Songs, etc.; Voyages and Travels; Holy Land, Greece, Egypt, etc.; English Synonyms, Short Hand, Political Economy; Poets, of every Age and Country, Cyclopaedia of; ditto, Best English, choicest Specimens of; also Lay's and Ballads,Scottish Songs; Confessors, Old English, Wyckiff, Tindale, Cranmer, Bunyan, etc.; Boswell, Johnson, Life; Froissart, Chronicles; Evenings on the Thames, Digby; Money, its Stewardship, etc. by Bunney; GREATNESS, Penalties of; also Consecrated Heights, by Ferguson; Parables, Exposition, ditto, Happy Old Age, by Oxenden; Catholic Works, Reading Books, Sermons, etc.; Anatomy, Medical, Surgery, Spinal Complaints, best English Work; Corpulency, Leanness, Diet, Animal Magnetism; Books for Youth; History, Fragments of; Shakespeare, Plays; Works for Ladies and Children; Useful Knowledge; Arabian Nights, Don Quixote; Tales, Legends, Short Stories, Domestic ditto, Traditinary ditto, Pleasant Hours; Fables, Allegories, Household Tales, Nursery ditto, Andersen, ditto, Pamela Heroism; Lucy and Arthur, Bishop's Little Daughter; German Literature, Translated; Ballads, Tick Tales, Sintram, Undine; Fouque, truly beautiful works; Magic Ring, Minstrel Love, Wild ditto, Four Seasons, etc., etc.

NOVELS, ENTERTAINING, INSTRUCTIVE WORKS.
CASES LINED WITH EXPENSIVE ZINC.

Commissions faithfully attended to by the Auctioneer, for those unable to attend the Sale.

To be Sold by Auction by
1 LOGAN, Notes of a Journey through Canada, United States, and West Indies; WOODS, Illinois Country, 2 Years' Residence, Productions, Agriculture, Towns, Habits, Customs, of Back Woodsmen, *map* (pub 10s); AMERICAN LIBERTY and Government Questioned, by Ryle; PEARL of DAYS, Advantages of, Sabbath to the Working Classes. 4 books.

2 ARTICLES, XXXIX, Original Latin, collated with Best Editions, English Translations; also LITERAL Exposition (only one for three centuries, just what the times now demand), by Rev. H. Budd. *pub. 4s 6d.," the articles are singularly suitable to the present day;" and 3 others. 4 books.

3 HOLY BIBLE, and 2 others.

4 CATHOLIC Reading Books, GEOGRAPHY, History, Biography, Stories of Saints, Catholic Missions, Lessons on Human Frame, Useful Things, Animals, Stories, Fables, Poetry, *3 copies*

5 SOUVESTRE, Philosophic Sous les Toits, Journal d'un Homme Heureux; WOILLEZ, les Jeunes Ouvrières, Épreuve et Recomposé; GUERMANTE, Robert ou Souvenir d'une Mère; LÉPAGE, Echo de Paris, etc. *5 books.*

6 SURVEYOR and Builder's Perpetual PRICE BOOK, a Collection of TABLES, to facilitate the calculation of Value of Works in BUILDING LINE, adapted to all gradations and fluctuations in Prices of Wages and Materials, also KEY for Application of the Tables, according to existing Prices of Labour and Materials, more or less saving time in Calculation, and a Fund of Information; ARCHITECT, Engineer, Operative Builder's Constructive Manual, Practical Treatise on Construction of Artificial Foundations for Buildings, Railways, etc., by Davy, *plates. 2 books. pub £2 2s 6d.*

7 SIR ANDREW WYLIE, of that Ilk, a Novel, by Author of Annals of the Parish, Galt, 3 vols in 1, morocco. (pub £1 1s)

8 BIRKBECK, Rural, Historical Gleanings from Eastern Europe; SUBALTERN, CHERPILOUD, Book of Versions, Guide to French Translations, Notes, by Gombert; SELECT.E e Veteri Testamento et Apocryphis. *4 books.*

9 CHRISTIE, Elementary Course of Arithmetic and Algebra, for Royal[ ]Military Academy, *calf. pub £1 1s*

10 GOETHE, Werther, par Leroux, Herrmann et Dorothee, par Marmier; DE VIGNY, Cinq-Mars ou Conjunction sous Louis XIII; FLEURY, Histoire du Moyen Age. *3 books.*

11 ADAMS, Cyclopedia of Poetical Quotations, choice Passages from Poets of every Age and Country. *pub 5s 6d. 1865; and 1 other. 2 books.*

12 OXENDEN, Parables of our Lord, morocco extra. *pub. 4s 6d. 1864*

13 AMERICAN FIXINGS of English Humanity, or Tit for Tat, by a Lady, from New Orleans; SIR ROHAN'S Ghost, a Romance, in 1 vol, morocco.

14 ADAMS, Lectures, Treatment of Lateral and other Forms of Curvature of the SPINE, numerous engravings. *pub 12s. 1865; and 1 other*

15 BULWER, Duchess de la Valliere, a Play; and others

16 PAINTER, GILDER, VARNISHER, Manual, Rules, Regulations, in everything relating to Arts, numerous useful valuable Receipts, Tests for Detection of Adulterations in Oils and Colours, Diseases, *cags. pub 2s 6d; and others.*

17 BINNEY, Money, Popular Exposition, in Rough Notes, with Remarks on Stewardship and Systematic Beneficence. *pub 5s. 1865*

18 LODORE, a Novel, by Author of Frankenstein, by Godwin Shelley, 3 vols in 1, morocco, *pub £1 11s 6d.*

19 LAWS relating to BUILDINGS, Fixtures, Dilapidations, Insurance against, Fire, with copious Illustrated Glossary of Terms, peculiar to Building, "the Joint Production of a Barrister and Architect," many engravings. *pub 12s*


21 ADVENTUEES of an ACTOR, Picture of French Stage during 50 Years, edited by Theodore Hook, 2 vols; DON CARLOS, Court and Camp, results of Tour in Basque Provinces, Catalonia, Aragon, Castile, etc., by Honan. *3 books.*

22 FERGUSON, Penalties of Greatness, morocco. *pub 6s 6d*

23 BRAVE Old English Confessors, Wycliffe, Tyndale, Cranmer, Bunyan, Marvell, Locke, etc., cloth elegant

24 PLEASANT Hours in Foreign Lands, a Series of Short Romances from the German and French, Tale of Auvergne, Soldier in Spite of Himself, Broken Cup, Artist's Dream of Glory, Martin the Cooper, Cardan the Galley Slave, Church of Glass on Water, &c., cloth, frontispiece; ARTIST Lovers, 2 Romances by Madame Pichavy translated. *2 books.*

25 ELEMENTS of USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, for Children,—Divisions of Time, Articles of Food, Clothing, Utility, Ornament, Minerals, Heavenly Bodies, Nat. Phenomena, Geography, History, &c.; and 1 other

26 SPRING TIDE, a Tale founded on Destruction of Croyland Abbey, 883, during Reign of Egbert, King of Wessex; LUCY and ARTHUR, a Book for
Children; Nursery, Little Black Pony, Little Gardens, Day’s Work, Walk, Mamma’s Stories, Papa’s ditto, Sunday, beautiful cuts 2 bks., gilt edges. pub 8s.

27 FEMALE HEROISM, XXIV deeply interesting TALES, admirable Examples, displaying Constancy, Fortitude, Devotion, of which Women are capable, also excellent Preface, both Series, cloth.

“One of best books, especially for girls, most surprising instances of Romantic and Wonderful beautifully written, admirable Force and Feeling, the Romance of Reality.”


29 WADD, Comments on Corpulency, Lineaments of Leanness, Mem. on Diet and Dietetics, plates. (pub 8s), source; Animal Magnetism; and 1 other. 3 books.

30 DICKSON, Improved Mode, Cultivation, Management of Flax; MURRAY, Hand-book for Switzerland, and Alps, Savoy, Piedmont; DODD, Peerage, Baronetage, Knightage of Great Britain, Ireland, etc. 4 books.

31 DE CLIFFORD, or Constant Man, by Author of Tremaine, 4 vols. pub 2 gs.

32 UNDINE, with Author’s last Preface. “Sweet story, surely most graceful fiction of modern times; all his works bear marks of originality and genius.”—Southey. “Most exquisite, something even beyond Scott.”—Coleridge. illustrations, cloth elegant, gilt edges. pub 5s.

33 DITTO, People’s Edition; also Household Tales and Traditions. 2 books.

34 SINTRAM and his Companions, from German of FOQUE, “most beautiful production, delightful romance, I never saw anything so affecting, so fascinating, how often read I cannot tell.”—See Heil of Radcliffe, also see Southey and Coleridge’s praise, fine paper, Selous’ beautiful illustrations, cloth elegant, gilt edges.

35 DITTO, People’s Edition, LIESLI, a SWISS TALE, from German of Clauren. This popular story has been translated into almost every European language. Also HEINRICH & BLANCA, or Three Brothers, engravings, etc. 3 bks.

36 CASSELL, Bible Dictionary, nearly 600 engs. vol 1 (Arion to Icri) all published.

37 PHOTOGRAPHS, Mounted. various.

38 BISMARK, Count, Tactics and Manoeuvres of Cavalry, translated from German, with Notes by Major Beamish, plates (pub £1 1s); and 1 other. 2 books.

39 BOOK of POETRY, Choicest Specimens of our Best Poets, selected, with great elegance, purity, refinement, by REV. B. G. JOHNS; also SIMPLE TALES for Young. 2 books.

40 ANDERSEN, best Tales for Young, Newly Translated from Danish; SHADOWLESS MAN, or Wonderful History of Peter Schlemihl. 2 books.

41 BISHOP’S Little Daughter, printed wrapper, (pub 2s) Masters, 1862. 3 copies.

42 FERGUSON, Consecrated Heights, or Higher Manifestations, morocco. pub 6s 6d

43 ROADS, Rules for Repairing; STEPHENS, Indigenous Lepidoptera; FERNS Exotic, Cultivated, by Smith and Moore, Hints on Culture, Genera, Species, 44 engravings, etc.; OLD ENGLAND’S WORTHIES, plates and portraits to.

44 NORTHERN Minstrel, or Scottish Song, 100 Choicest Poems and Songs, Ancient and Modern, of Scotland, exquisitely printed and illustrated by Franklin, Gilbert, etc.; also PLUTARCH, Lives of Celebrated Romans. 2 books.

45 WORDS of ENEMIES of CHRIST during his Sacred Passion, Twenty Discourses in Cathedral of Vienna, by Veith, “illustrating Scripture, in solid reflections, with many Anecdotes from Church History and Saints’ Lives;” and 1 other. 2 books.

46 BOSWELL, Life of Dr. Johnson, Sayings, Anecdotes, etc., “not in whole history of human intellect, so singular a phenomenon as this work. One of the best in the world, by the best of all biographers.”—Edinburgh Review

47 BIBLICAL Antiquities, illustrating Language, Geography, History of Palestine by Cox, morocco, maps, numerous engravings. pub 7s 6d.

48 FOQUE, THIODOLF the ICELANDER, Romance spoken of, with marked commendation, by Sir Walter Scott, and while resembling one of his own Romances of the same period, is considered its superior. “Full of imagination and interest.” illustrations.

49 MAGIC RING, a knightly Romance of Love, War, and Minstrel Song, translated, fine illustrations by Tenniel.

50 MINSTREL LOVE. “Most beautiful of his works. The singular and exquisite purity of this beautiful Romance of Chivalry is sustained to the very close. A more beautifully imagined Termination has never been conceived. The Translation, elegantly written, and Poetry, abundantly interspersed, gracefully rendered.” 9 original designs by Corbould.

51 FOUR SEASONS, translated, “most beautiful Pictures, in all their primitive freshness and simplicity, calculated to touch and elevate the heart, set off, by
the exhibition of the darker and more repulsive Traits of Human Character." 10 high-class illustrations. pub 10s

52 WILD LOVE. Also Tales—Rosaura and Kinsfolk, “wild but beautiful and skilful Romance”; OAK of IDOLS (Story of Old Saxon Times, Christianity just breaking in, treated with great judgment and delicacy); FIELD of TERROR (“founded on one of traditions of Giant Mountains”); beautiful engravings by Selous, Franklin, Scott

53 MARCO Visconti, an Italian Tale, “Abounds with Pictures of Most Vivid Character, and Sketches of Pathos, from the depth of the Heart, full of wild Chivalric Spirit of Turbulent Italy.” 2 vols in 1; and 1 other. 2 books

54 LARDNER, Dr., the Steam Engine, Explained, Illustrated, Invention, Progressive Improvement, Application to Navigation and Railways, also Memoir of Watt; IRVING, Elements of English Composition. 2 books. pub 13s

55 STOWELL, Sermons, Life, Labours, by W. Stowell. pub 6s; and 1 other. 3 books

56 UNKNOWN Patient, and other Tales, Vow, Eugenia, Berthold, Rose. Translated, 5 illustrations; and 1 other. 2 books

57 ALMANACK, Ecclesiastical, or Calendar of the ENGLISH CHURCH, 1865; Almanack, Table of Lessons, Ritual Notes, Courts, Offices, Societies, Religious Homes, &c., Hours of Service in London, GLOSSARY of Ecclesiastical Terms &c.; and others


59 SHAKESPEARE, Plays, adapted for Young (“Just the publication wanted, for Schools, Families, &c., for, immortalized as he is, the object of our enthusiastic attachment, his works are not to be unguardedly read in a family,”) with Notes, Introduction to each Play, Life, also Glossary, cloth, pub 5s.

60 ARABIAN NIGHTS, delight of half the inhabitants of the globe. Mankind have in all ages delighted in works of fiction, and this fascination is greatly increased by the productions of the sunny regions of the South and East; the dazzling gorgeousness of Eastern scenery, history, manners, opinions, prejudices, religion, &c., translated, cloth gilt, illustrations

61 ROBERTS, Speculum Episcopi, Mirror of a Bishop; HOARE, Lectures, Course of Divine Judgment; SERMONS, Curious volume of Old MSS.; ALBERTI, Philologicae Illustrations, from 1864, admirable manual of Universal History. cloth. pub 3s 6d.

62 EADIE, Professor, Dictionary of the BIBLE, cloth, Plan of Jerusalem, and numerous engravings; and 1 other

63 OXENDEN, Parables of our Lord, calf, pub 3s, 1864; and 1 other

64 PALMER, Compendious History of Church, Earliest Period to Present Time, Last Edition, enlarged, map, Patriarchates and Provinces of Christian Church.

65 CHURTON (Learned Archdeacon) EARLY ENGLISH CHURCH, History from Earliest Records, a faithful picture of our Christian Forefathers, showing how, from time to time, Christianity gained ground, and the changes it produced. No common work, cloth, maps, cuts.

66 WILBERFORCE, Five Empires, new edition of this “admirable manual of History,” cloth. pub 3s 6d.

67 LEGENDS, TRADITIONAL STORIES, 47, in Prose, Verse, from Nurseries or Firesides of England, Ireland, France, Germany, Scotland, of Chivalry, &c.; Fairy Stories of every Age and Country, better adapted to awaken Imagination and soften Hearts of Childhood, than the good boy stories of late years, cloth, elegant, 21 engravings.

68 TAYLOR, W., of Norwich, ENGLISH SYNONYMES DISCRIMINATED, last Edition, Copious Index, “Just the publication wanted,”—Quarterly Rev.

69 SHORT STORIES and Poems, Excellent Collection, beautifully Printed Borders, Illustrations in Modern Style, very fine paper, cloth elegant, gilt leaves, 40 wood-cuts by first artists, Merchants and Robbers, Coal Merchant and Washerwoman, Roasted Goose, Squirrel and Wind, Little Fish Stealer, German Watchman’s Song, Wonderful Casket, Bag of Flax, and eighty-nine others.

70 NURSERY TALES. Our Ancient Favourite Fictions, now first collated from all different languages, forming the “best editions” of those ever-charming tales, the “Delight of the Imagination of half Inhabitants of the Globe.” Elegant Ornamental Borders round each page, gilt edges, very superior illustrations, 3 vols, cloth extra, gilt edges, pub 21 11s 6d

71 LAYS and Ballads of English History, by SMEDLEY (“the perfection of ballad writing, pervaded by elevated piety and pure morality”), and 2 others. 3 books

72 HOWARD (Dean of Lichfield) Scripture History of New Testament, cloth, superior engravings; and others.
73 TIECK, Best Tales, translated from German, revelling in profusion of his own beautiful conceptions, all that is most graceful, humorous and pathetic, gilt edges; SHADOWLESS MAN, Wonderful History of Peter Schlemihl. 2 books.
74 MUSAÆUS, Popular Tales from German, also "magnificently told " Legends, 6 fine engravings. "Wonderful, replete with incident and adventure of most exciting kind. " All the treasures of fairyism." BANKS (Sir Joseph) Life, with Cuvier's "beautiful, eloquent eloge," now first translated, also Historical Notice of Scientific Societies of London; FOUQUE, Eagle and Lion, and other Tales. 3 books.
75 DANA, Two Years before the Mast, or Voice from the Forecastle; BOGATZSKY, Golden Treasury for Children of God; HANDS and FEET, Economy of, by Old Army Surgeon; TALES from BLACKWOOD, etc. 5 books.
76 GERMANY Ballads and Songs, best Translation, contains 46 pieces by Uhland, Schiller, Fouque, Körner, Schmid, Goethe, Chamisso, Becker, &c., beautiful engs.; and 1 other. 2 bks.
77 BEAUTIFUL Little Rose; NIGHTINGALE, or History of Count Sternfeld and WOODMAN; HEINRICH and BLANCA; CHERRIES, or Overseer of Mahlbourg; DOVE, or Castle of Falkenburg; and others. 12 books.
78 HENLEY, Lives of Lord Chancellor Northington, etc., portraits; LETTERS from Isle of Man; also 1 other. 3 books.
79 SURVEYOR and Builder's Perpetual PRICE BOOK, a Collection of TABLES, Application of Tables, according to existing Prices of Labour and Materials, more or less, saving time in Calculation, and a Fund of Information, pub £1 11s 6d; Improved FIELD GATE, by Jopling; and 1 other. 3 books.
80 WORKING Classes, North London, Industrial Exhibition, Catalogue, Memorial, etc., edited by Wilson, elegantly printed, fine portraits of Gladstone, Russell, Shaftesbury, views of building, exterior, interior, clever engravings; privately printed, 1864. 2 copies.
81 DOMESTIC Tales for Young, Friend in Disguise, Fate of a Favourite, Right Thing to Do, Bob and Dog Quiz, Woodman and Family, Adventures of a Fly, cloth, neat illustrations, "fascinating little book, imparting instruction and amusement, will attract and delight the young, even when weary with other books;" also BISHOP'S LITTLE DAUGHTER, &c. 2 books.
82 BRIDGES, Iron Suspension, over Menai Straits, River Conway, and Thames, also different Bridges of Suspension in England and Scotland, calculations on Strength of Malleable Iron, founded on Experiments, by Cumming, plates, 3 copies. pub 5s.
83 HAMILTON, Mrs., on Elementary Principles of Education. "The deep practical philosophy of this admirable work is too well known to require comment." (See also Archbishop Magee's praise). 2 vols in 1; EWINGTON, Short Hand, &c.
84 ENGLISHWOMAN in America, Maury, calf elegant. pub 7s 6d
85 ASLAUGA Knight and Two Captains, by FOUQUE (beautiful and original work, replete with fine thought and reflection); and PRASCA LOUPPOUOFF, a beautiful RUSSIAN NARRATIVE (original of Exiles of Siberia). 2 others. 4 books.
86 ANTIQUITIES, Roman, in Cumberland, Cup, in Cornwall, Antient, Seal, Grey Friars, Brass Vessels, Fonts, Scotland; ditto, Salvin, York, Bicknacre Priory, Norwich Castle, Piscina, etc., Chalk Church, Gentry Seats, Kent; ditto, Upchurch, Saxen, Norman Architecture, Ancient Cup, Glassenbury, Derbyshire Antiquities, Drinking Horn, Iceland, Autographs, Paper Marks, Lincoln Urns, Basso Relieves, Long Melford Ch. Suffolk, Rocking Stones, Augural Seats, Missal Illumination, Barrow Relics, etc., 74 plates, &c.
87 MUSIC, for Piano. various Pieces in lots.
88 PARRY, Capt. Voyage for Discovery of North-West Passage, Atlantic to Pacific in H. M. Ships Hecla and Griper, maps, fine plates pub £3 13s 6d
89 COMPTON CARLETON, Cantabrigiensis Soc. Jean, Cursus Theologicum, Prima et Secunda Pars, Divi Thomæ Complect, thick large folio, calf, source.
90 DICKSON, Practical AGRICULTURE, complete System of Husbandry, Method of Planting; Management of Live Stock, 2 large vols, Complete in 12 parts, numerous plates, those of Cattle coloured. pub £4 14s 6d
92 LONDON JOURNAL, Literature, Science, Art, Essays, Criticism, Passages from Books, full of Cheerful Reading, Anecdotes, Table Talk, etc., cloth, numerous engravings, &c. 2 vols in 1.
93 CRUIKSHANK, George, Best Engravings, Collected; also DEIGHTON, London Nuisances, inimitable in character and execution, a Source of never-failing Amusement, folio, 81 plates. pub £4. 4s
94 PRUT, Samuel, Cottages and Rural Scenery, a set of 16 plates. pub 14s.
95 DITTO, Progressive Fragments, "a very excellent book for young," 100 objects on 24 plates, pub. £1 4s.
DITTO, RURAL Cottages in NORTH of England, Studies of, 12 fine large plates. pub. 15s

DITTO, WEST of England, 12 large plates. pub. 15s

DITTO, EASY Lessons, LANDSCAPE, Rural Pleasing SUBJECTS from NATURE, Displayed with Judgment and Feeling, in Bold Style, imitation of Chalk, Sepia, Colours, 40 plates, some coloured. pub 30s

BROWN, Capt., FOSSIL CONCHOOLOGY of Great Britain and Ireland, Illustrated with Descriptions and Localities of ALL SPECIES known, thick royal 4to, half bldd neat, 116 plates, some coloured, with 3521 most truthful and characteristic figures, SCARCE. pub £5 10s

Most comprehensive, the only work which includes all known Fossils.

CLARKE, Dr., Travels, Greece, Egypt, Holy Land, (“most engaging and instructive travels ever published.”—Loudens fine plates. pub £2 10s

LAGAR, Country Gentleman’s Architect, Designs for Farm Houses, Farm Yards, most approved Principles, Arable, Grazing, Feeding, Dairy Farms, Plans, Sections, Cottages, Barn, Stables, Feeding Houses, Dairies, Brewhouses, Dog Kennels, Labourer’s Cottages, Small Villas, etc., 22 plates. pub £1 5s

Ditto, ORNAMENTAL Domestic BUILDINGS executed in Castellated and other Styles, Plans and Views, large 4to, coloured plates. pub £2 12s 6d

DONALDSON’s Improved FARM BUILDINGS, Series of Designs, adapted to various sized Buildings, having especial reference to recent Scientific Practice.

FARM Buildings, Plantations, Designs by Morton, 25 plates. pub £1 11s 6d

POCOCK, Designs, Churches, Chapels, Various Dimensions, Styles, Plans, Elevations, Sections, Estimates, also, Altars, Pulpits, Steeples, plates. pub £1 1s, 22 copies.

BROWN, RECENT SHELLS of Great Britain and Ireland, Illustrations of each Shell, as far as possible drawn from Nature itself, with Descriptions and Localities of all the Species, MARINE, LAND, and FRESH WATER.

FOLKES, English Silver COINS, a set of the Illustrations to, Hundreds of plates.

DREW, large CHRONOLOGICAL CHARTS of Ancient History and Geography, from Creation to Christ (4000 Years), large folio. Finely printed by Clay, beautiful maps. pub £1. 11s 6d

ALEXANDER, Penmanship, Choice Specimens, the VIII Beatitudes from SERMON on MOUNT, also Lord’s Prayer, in every Variety of HANDWRITING (simple to highly ornamental), displaying great taste, 12 large plates.

DRAWING BOOK, Elementary, 4to, 16 neat plates of Cottages, with Outlines; ditto, Studies of Figures and Groups, for Landscape Subjects, &c., by Phillips, 2 copies.

LADIES’ Companion at Home and Abroad, by Mrs. Loudon, 2 vols, fine illustrations.

SCRAP PRINTS, large collection; also DANCE OF NATIVES (Australian.)

CALVERT, DRAWING BOOK, or Sketcher’s Elementary Book, Studies of Trees, Rural Cottages, Ruins, etc., 16 plates and portraits. 2 copies

THOMSON, Retreats, Designs, Plans, Elevations for Cottages, Villas, Ornamental Paintings, 41 plates. pub 2gs.

PROUT, SAMUEL, BOATS and COAST SCENERY, and Studies, for Landscape and Marine Painters, 15 plates. pub 14s.

WESTMORLAND, CUMBERLAND, DURHAM, NORTHUMBERLAND, Lake Scenery, Seats, etc., Picturesque Illustrations, Historical and Topographical Descriptions, fine plates; FAMILY HERALD, Useful Information and Amusement for Million, Poetry, Science, Art, Customs, Manners, Tales, Narratives, Biography, Proverbs, Receipts, Experiments, etc., etc; LONDON JOURNAL, numerous engravings; REYNOLDS, Miscellany, numerous engravings. 29 various.

CENNINI, Painting, Fresco, Secco, Oill, Distemper, Gilding, Illuminating Manuscripts, Practical Directions by Old Italian Masters, translated, copious Notes, etc. “Complete familiarity with mysteries of Painter’s laboratory; simple minute directions.”—Quarterly Review, beautifully illuminated title, dedications, in rich colours and gold, plates by old Masters. pub. 12s

FLEETWOOD, Life of Christ, Lives of Holy Evangelists, Apostles, Disciples, Full Defence of Christianity, 4to, engravings. cost 30s

LAING, Hints for Dwellings, Original Designs, Cottages, Farm Houses, Villas, Town Houses, Plain, Ornamental Plans, strict attention to Unite Convenience, Elegance, Economy, 34 plates. pub. 25s

ANIMALS, beautifully executed in best line manner, after the Old Masters, (Paul Potter, Du Jardin, Stoop, Berghem, Cuyp, Vanderveld, Dietracht, &c.), by Cooke, “His etchings have long maintained the highest rank among artistic productions of Great Britain,” 4to, 100 subjects on 30 plates. pub. 2 gs.

BOERE, Monuments in CHURCHES and CATHEDRALS of England, most beautiful specimens, 30 exquisite plates. pub 30s
122 ARCHITECTURE, HYDRAULIQUE, Art de Diriger les EAUX, la Mer, et Rivieres, par BELIDOR, 2 vols, calf, numerous plates, priced in London Catalogue. £2 7s

123 NORMANDIE ANCIENNE, Pittoresque et Romantique, par Baron Taylor, Nodier, et De Callieux, most splendid and valuable work. The text by authors of the first rank for History and Antiquities, Brunet Describes it "premier et plus importante," 2 large folios, 232 most beautiful plates somewhat stained. pub £20

124 WHITBY, New Testament, Paraphrase, Commentary, "most popular of English Works, on a difficult text or expression; seldom consulted in vain; few Commentaries more useful; most determined opponent of Popery, Calvinism, Socinianism."—Orme. 2 vols 4to, pub £3 12s 6d

124* SCRAP PRINTS, a large Collection. SEVERAL LOTS.

125 MELANCTHON and Luther, Unpublished Notes and Memoranda, Numerous Facsimiles, very scarce, copies all burnt.

126 GAULTERII, Tableau Chronographique, Status Ecclesiæ Catholicæ a Christonat, &.B. 1614. Guattler succeeded Bullinger as Pastor at Zurich. His works much esteemed, folio, calf.

127 FRASER, Himalaya Mountains, Snowy Range, Sources of Rivers Jumna, Ganges, map. pub 3 gs.

128 BIBLE SAINTE, revue sur les Originaux e Retouchée dans le Langage, avec Notes par Martin, 4to, calf.

129 D'EUR (Chevalier, Ministre Plenipotentiaire de France), Lettres, Memoires, Negotiations, Particulieres, avec Duces de Praslin, de Nivernois, de Sainte-Foy, et Regnier de Guerchy, Ambassadeur Extraordinaire, etc., etc., 4to, calf.

130 OVID, Works, in Dutch Verse, finely illustrated, numerous old engravings beautifully executed.

131 BRANDEBOURG, Memoirs pour Servir a L'Histoire de la Maison de, celebrated Work by the Great Frederic II. Roi de Prussa, Privately printed at Berlin, calf extra, gilt edges, maps. source.

132 GILL'S BIBLE, Invaluable Mine, particularly for Rabbinical and Oriental Illustrations, various Portions, a complete Copy sells for 13 gs.

133 TRAVELLING BACHELOR, Letters from, on Cities, Literature, Art, Camden Town to Prague; PENNY MAGAZINE, numerous engravings, Martin, History, Extent, Condition, Resources of Halifax, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, etc., maps. 3 Books.

134 LE BRUYN, Voyage au LEVANT, Endroits de l'Asie Mineure, Chio, Rhodes, Chypre, etc., Villes d'Egypte, Syria, Terre Sainte (avec Notes par Abbe Baniere), 5 vols, 4to, calf, fine portrait, numerous plates, in Bohn's Catalogue charged £2 10s

135 BIBLE, D'OYLY, and MANT, Notes, explanatory, practical, from 160 Authors. Tables, Indexes, &., "The sale of 30,000 copies prove estimation of this laborious work."—Hom. 3 vols, calf, plates, maps. pub £3 13s 6d

136 ROBERTSON (Dr.) History of CHARLES V., "A famous biography, of which all praise is idle, also censure vain, doubtless a masterpiece of research, of reflection."—Dibdin. 3 vols, 4to, Russia.

137 HAMILTON, Sir Wm., Ancient Vases, Greek Workmanship, discovered Sepulchres in Both Sicilies, and Naples, 2 large folios, 182 plates. pub about £8

138 REYNOLDS (Sir Joshua) Works, with Life and Anecdotes, by Malone, "admirable, such a body of just criticism, clothed in such perspicuous, elegant, nervous language, teaching how to look at pictures as well as to design and colour," 2 vols in 1, 4to, cloth, portrait.

139 Ditto, Memoirs, Original Anecdotes of Distinguished Persons, his Contemporaries, Analysis of his Discourses, Varieties on Art, by Northcote, 4to, portrait. pub £2 12s 6d

140 AMERICA, ATLAS, Guide to History of North and South America and West Indies, Discovery, Settlement, Progress of various Kingdoms, Wars, Battles, Events, &c., folio, numerous coloured maps.

141 PICTORIAL GALLERY OF FINE ARTS, Teaching by PICTURES as well as by WORDS, and thus expanding the intellect, folio, 2 vols complete in 36 parts, multitude of superior engravings, Tea, Sugar, Tobacco, Agricultural Instruments, Irrigation, Wheat, Barley, Thrashing, Rice, Fountains, Wood cutting, Coals, Candles, and numerous others. pub about £2.

142 MUSIC, for Piano. various.

143 FRANKLIN, Journey to Shores of Polar Sea, ("Most painfully exciting work," see praise in Quarterly Review, 4to, plates, maps, (pub 4 gs)

144 BURLAMAQUI, Droit Naturel et Politique, 2 vols in 1; CUMBERLAND, Loix Naturelles, Traite Philosophique, avec Notes, par Barbyrac; JACKQUELOT, sur l'Existence de Dieu. 3 books.

145 GIBBON, MISCELLANEOUS WORKS, edited by Lord Sheffield, includes his
most charming AUTOBIOGRAPHY; his LETTERS, JOURNAL of STUDIES, most seductive to intellectual cultivation and gratification, makes us in love with our Study and our Books, also Notes, 2 vols, 4to., calf

146 BIBLE, FAMILY Devotional and Practical, Marginal Readings, Original Selected Parallel References, Commentaries of Henry and Scott, by MacFarlane and Biblical Dictionary, by Edie, Scripture Atlas, and Series of Illustrations of Lands of the Bible, thick 4to, morocco gilt edges. pub £1 11s 6d

147 JOSEPHUS, Works, History of the Jews, etc. “A history spoken of in the highest terms by men of the greatest learning and soundest judgment. Its fidelity, veracity, probably, are universally allowed.” Translated, folio, calf, numerous plates, (omits first 8 pages and last page).

148 FLETCHER, Family Devotion, Hymns, Portions of Scripture, Reflections, Prayers, for Morning and Evening of every Day, also Prayers and Hymns, on Various Subjects, calf, plates. pub. £1 8s

149 A VERY Large Collection of NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS, on Sanitary Matters, Bankruptcy, Currency, Jewish Disabilities, Ireland and Irish, National Defences, Riottings, Public Expenditure, University Tests, Jurles, Denmark, Germany, Woods, Forests, Criminal Returns, &c., (selected by W. Carpenter) 4 thick vols, 4to, half bound.

150 DICTIONARIES.—Italian-English English-Italian, 2 vols, (pub 24s); DITTO; FRENCH-English, English-French, 2 vols in 1. 3 books.


153 FLEETWOOD, Life of Christ, Lives of Holy Evangelists, Apostles, Disciples, Full Defence of Christianity, complete in parts, plates, cost 30s

154 FURNITURE, Cabinet, Upholstery, most Explicit Instructions for Designing and Delineating different Articles, Geometrically, Perspectively, by Brown, 25 plates. pub. 31s 6d.

155 ROIS DE FRANCE, jusqu’a Louis XV., Histoires, numerous portraits and plates, scarce.

156 ITALIAN SCENERY, from Drawings by Batty, 4to, 60 fine plates, original impressions, (omits a few)

157 ALBINI, Historia Musculorum Hominis, plates; CHEYNE, Diseases of the Body and Disorders of the Mind depending on the Body; DITTO, Essay on Regimen; TOURNEFORT, Description of Simple Medicines; PHARACOPEIA, Londinensis; DICKSON, Chromo-Thermal System of Medicine, Fallacies of the Faculty, etc. 6 books.

158 HEISTER, Surgery, Doctrine, Management of Wounds, Fractures, Luxations, Tumours, Ulcers, etc., plates; FOTHERGILL, Works, by Lettsom, 3 vols; LEWIS, Medical Essays, Vol 2, etc. 6 books.

159 FINDEN, Ports, Harbours, Watering Places, Fishing Villages, Picturesque Objects on English Coast, from Paintings by Harding, Cooke, Creswick, and other Eminent Artists, by Bartlett, descriptions by Beattie, 2 vols, numerous beautiful engravings. pub 3 gns.

160 CHAUCHARD, General Map of Empire of Germany, Holland, Netherlands, Switzerland, Grisons, Italy, Sicily, Coreica, and Sardinia, 4to, and large folio, 25 maps. 2 books.

161 LOWTH, De Sacra Poesi Hebrocorum, Praelectiones Academ. “among the very choicest Latin productions of the Moderns.”—Dr.Parr; GERDES, Isagog. et Exegesis, Epistola ad Corinthians. 2 books.

162 LEXICI, Hebreo-Chaldaico, Philol., Omnes Voces, Hebr. et Chald. Vet. Test. in duabus Alphabet. Heesser; LOUIS DE GRANADA, Concioles de Sanctorum Festis, “by his elegant writings he has worked the greatest miracles, giving life to the dead and sight to the blind,” 2 vols, rare. 3 books.

163 HALL (Ep.) Works, “sublime writings, richness of fancy, eloquent bursts of feeling,” “Full of piety and devotion, gifted with all the inspiration of poetry and severity of practised judgment, quaint, clear, manly, original.” folio, calf.

164 CRADOCK, Knowledge and Practice, with Plain Discourse on Things necessary to be known, Believed, or Practised in order to Salvation—see Horn’s prayer, portrait. cost 12s; CHRISTIANITY, Plea for, against Sceptics of this Age, in an Appeal to Bar of Unprejudiced Reason. 2 books.

165 CHRISTIAN DICTIONARY, Opening Significations of Chief Words dispersed through Holy Scriptures, of Old and New Testament, by Wilson, with Additional Words and Phrases, by Bagwell; CLUVERI, Universam Geographiam. 2 books.

166 NEWTON, Sir Isaac, Prophecies of Daniel, Apocalypse of St. John, “elaborate work, all Commentators are indebted to it;” JONES, on First Principles of Natural Philosophy, plates. 2 books.
167 FELTHAM, Century of Resolves, Divine, Moral, and Political, "More solid maxims, as much pieter, far better writing, than in most pulpit lectures, abounds with admirable lessons of Instructions, force, beauty, rarely met with, fine sentiments, harmonious language, highly poetical conceptions."—Dr. Johnson; BP. RICHARDSON, Observations, Explanations, upon Old Testament. 2 bks., folio.

168 MACKNIGHT, on the EPISTLES, New Literal Translation, Commentary, Notes, Philol. Crit., Explan. Practical, also History of St. Paul, "labour of 30 years, I admire him very much, it would be exceedingly difficult to come after him in expounding."—Robt. Hall, 3 vols, calf

169 DITTO, Truths of Gospel History, calf

170 AUBIGNE, Sieur, Histoire Universelle, 1550, au fin du 16e Siecle, avec la Paix, entre les Princes Christians en 1555. "Ecrit avec beaucoup de liberalte, et bien de faits curieux, dont l'auteur a ete temoin." "His satire and attacks against the Catholics led to the destruction of the whole of this work, which was printed for the author, by order of the government."—See Brune, 3 vols in 1, folio, calf, Maille, 1616—20

172 BRADY, "Tory" History of England, from Entrance of the Romans, also, "Introduction to Old English History, see praises for accuracy, etc., by Lord Keeper Guildford, Hume, Dibdin, 2 vols in 1, folio, 1684—5

172 BUNYAN, Holy War, made by Staddai upon Diabolus for regaining of Metropolis of the World, or losing and taking again of Town of Mansoul, Illuminated; SIMES, Military Science, Manner of Attacking, Defending of Military Posts, Villages, etc.; SMYTHE's Precepts. 3 books.

173 SHARE, Great Circle Tables for North Atlantic; LIFE-BOAT-MODELS, Report on List of existing Life-Boat, Rocket, Mortar Stations, plates; Naval, Military Commissioners' Report, etc. 4 books.

174 FAMILY ECONOMIST, a Magazine devoted to Moral, Physical, Domestic, Improvement of Industrious Classes, engravings, and others. 7 books.

175 MICHELET, Amour; VICTOR, par Eugene de Mirecourt; NAPOLEON, III., par Ditto, Melano, et GOURDON, les Cloches. 4 books.

176 GIPSEY BRIDE, or Misier's Daughter, a Tale of 16th Century, morocco, plates.

177 FORD, Devout Communicant; COLUMBUS, Discovery of America; ENTER-TAINING MEDLEY, True Histories and Anecdotes; GUY, Outlines of Useful Knowledge; ROBINSON, Grammar Ancient and Modern History; GAULTIER, Lectures, Graduated for les Enfans, 2 vols. 10 books.


179 FLORIAN, Numa Pompilius; CHAMBERS, Repository of Useful and Amusing Tracts; MOODY, Eton Grammar, etc. 4 books.

180 DRAUGHT BOARD, and Men.

181 SCENES of INDUSTRY, displayed in Bee Hive and Ant Hill, Description of Wonders of Insect World, plates; WATTIS, Scripture History; BLAIR, Class Book, or 365 Reading Lessons; BREDOW, Elements of Universal History, etc. 5 books.

182 WHEATLY, Illustration (best known and most useful of all expositions) on the PRAYER BOOK, (pub 10s); BP. HORSLEY, Translation of Psalms, vol 2, 2 books.

183 BICKERSTETH, Companion for Holy Communion; HONE, Manual Parochial Psalmody; DE LA VOYE, Jeunes Narrateurs; HECKETHORN, Exercises in French orthography; COMMON PRAYER, PRIERIES, PROMESSES, pour Enfans de Dieu, etc. 7 books.

184 CHICAGO, Rail-Roads, History, Commerce; AMERICAN CONTINENT, Undeveloped Northern Portion, Lecture by Scripps; BROSS, on Banking, etc., SIR F. E. HEAD'S Narrative; TRACTS of Society for promoting Peace. 3 books.

185 CLARKE, Readings Natural Philosophy, Popular Display of wonders of Nature, numerous engravings pub 10s 6d; GOLDSMITH, History of England; VOLTAIRE, Charles XII par Catty; BP. WILSON, Sacra Privata; HISTORY of ENGLAND, etc. 6 books.

186 HART, Ecclesiastical Records, England, Ireland, Scotland, till Reformation, Epitome of British Councils, Legatine, Provincial Constitutions, and other Memoirs of Olden time, (pub 12s)

187 DICKENS, Oliver Twist, or Parish Boy's Progress, 3 vols in 1, morocco, plates by George Cruikshank, (pub £1 11s 6d)

188 DIGBY, Evenings on the Thames, or Serene Hours, and what they require, 2 vols.

189 DIRECTORY, LONDON, (Post Office) very thick vol. cost £1 16s

190 LONSDALE, Statute Criminal Law of England, as regards Indictable offences, in Classes, according to Degrees of Punishment, with Notes; LAING, Great City Frauds, Cole, Davidson; Gordon, fully exposed; LIBERTY, Manual of, or Testimonies in behalf of Rights of Mankind. 3 books.
191 WELLS, Geography, Historical, of Old and New Testament, 4th in high estimation, 2 vols; DAY, History of Sandford and Merton, plates. 3 books.

192 LEAP YEAR, or Woman's Privilege, a Novel, by Davenport, 4 vols; LATHOM, Unknown, or Northern Gallery, 4 vols. 3 books.

193 AUSTRALIA, South, Reconnoitering Voyages and Travels, with Adventures in New Colonies, Description of Adelaide, Kangaroo Island, State of Sydney. Parts adjacent, etc., during 1836-8, by Leigh, plates; WORLD of WONDERS, Anecdotes, Opinions, Popular Superstitions, edited by Poyntz, in 1 vol, morocco (pub £1 2s 6d)

194 MINS, Naval Expedition to Portugal, under Duke of Braganza, with Vindication against Admiral Sertorius and Capt. Boid, plates; CLARKSON, on Life of Wilberforce; SAURIN, Sermons, Pamphlets, etc. 5 books.

195 OXENDEN, Plain History of Christian Church; BURT, Lord's Prayer, familiarly explained; BOYLE, Assurance; ROMAN HISTORY, Outlines of; CHILD'S Guide to Knowledge, and others. 10 books.

196 DE PORQUET, Tresor de l'Ecolier Francais; ENFIELD, Speaker; FENELON, Aventures de Telemaque, Hamel, French Grammar; KNAPP, Universal History; VYSE, Tutor's Guide, etc. 9 books.

197 MISER'S DAUGHTER, by Harrison Ainsworth, 3 vols in 1, morocco, plates by George Cruikshank (pub £1 11s 6d)

198 PEARSON, Sunday Readings for Family and Closet; SIXTEEN DISCOURSES, Doctrinal, Practical, adopted to Country Congregation. 2 books.

199 BOTANY, Introduction to, with Engravings, by Wakefield; JUNIUS Letters, BRIDAL of TRIERMAIN; COXE, Italy, Antiquities, Curiosities, of that Classical Interesting Country, maps, etc. 5 books.

200 ANTIQUITIES of GREECE, by Potter, "profound, but unpretending work." 2 vols. pub £1 6s

201 SCOTTISH LIFE, Lights and Shadows of; SIR W. SCOTT, Waverley, or Tis Sixty Years Since; HOMEOPATHIC, Domestic Medicine, Dr. Laurie's. 3 books.

202 WARBURTON, (Bp. "Dogmatic Lord of Paradoxal Land") Life, with Remarks, on his Works, portrait, pub. 12s 1863

203 JONES, Lectures, Ancient and Modern Drama, Dramatic Poets; MILMAN, Martyr of Antioch, a Dramatic Poem. 2 books.

204 MINERALOGICAL NOMENCLATURE, Alphabatically Arranged, Synoptic Tables of Chemical Analyses of Minerals, by Allen; LE DRAN, Observations in Surgery; SHARP, Operations of dissection; ALANSON, Amputation, and after Treatment; HENERY, French Grammar, etc. 8 books.

205 DAME T. (T.) Sermons, Doctrinal, Practical; DITTO, Sermons on various occasions, Collected in 1, morocco.

206 NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE, and Humorist, edited by Harrison Ainsworth. 3 vols.

207 LETTER WRITER, English Classical, or Epistolary Selections; MERLET, Dictionary of Difficulties of French; BIGLAND, Natural History; GREENHOUSES for the many. 4 books.

208 CANADA, Conquest of, by Major Warburton; DICKS, Tyburn Tree, or the Mystery of the past, engravings, 2 vols; CHAMBERS, Papers for the People. 4 books.


210 PUCKLE'S CLUB, or Gray Cap for Green Head, beautiful edition, with fine illustrations.

211 MILTON, Paradise Lost, "Rarely have Learning so extensive, and Genius so exalted, been united in one man;" MURRAY, English Reader, Pieces Prose Poetry; ADAMS, English Parnassus; MAC-FARLANE, Romance of Travel, vol. 2. 4 books.

212 COURT FAVOURITE, Facts, Fiction of 19th Century, by Roberts, 3 vols in 1, morocco. pub. £1 11s 6d

213 PARIS, Dr., PHARMACOLOGIA, Art of Combin., Medicinal History, Chemical Habitudes, Ground Work of this important Science, Scientific Method of administering Medicinal Bodies, explaining Objects, Theory, Nature, Formula of Quack Medicines, Valuable Historical Introduction. pub £1. and others.

214 BRANDE, Manual of Chemistry. pub. £1 15s

215 MILLER, Principles of Surgery; MECKEL, General Anatomy, translated, Illustrations, Notes, by Jourdan, Breschet, Doane, 2 vols; ARMSTRONG, Pathology, Theory, Practice of Physic. 4 books.

216 DUBLIN Dissector, System of Practical Anatomy, by Harrison, 2 vols in 1. pub. 15s

217 HARVEY, Rheumatism, Gout, Neuralgia, of Head and Ear, with Remarks on Headache in connexion with Deafness; MACLEOD, Rheumatism, in its various forms,
Affections of Internal Organs, especially Heart, Brain; PIERCE, Water Baptism, remarks on Circumcision and Beritth. 3 books.

218 MEDICAL Dictionary, explaining Terms in Anatomy, Botany, Chemistry, Material Medica, Midwifery, Pharmacy, Physiology, Physic, Nat. Philosophy, etc., by HOOPER, pub 18s.

219 RYND, Pathological Practical Observations on Strictures and other Diseases of Urinary Organs; SPERMATORRHœA, True, False, from German of Dr. Pickford, edited by Courtaney, with Essay on Sexual Deblility; GARDNER, Gout, History, Causes, Cure. 3 books.

220 HOWSHIP, Practical Remarks on Discrimination and Appearances of Surgical Disease; KNOX, Cupping; JACKSON, Typhoid Fever; CURTIS, Cases on Treatment of Ear Diseases; Local, Constitutional Remarks on Deaf, Dumb. 4 books.

221 REECE, Dr., Medical Guide, for Clergy, Families, Seminaries, Practitioners; complete Modern Dispensatory, Distinguishing Symptoms, Causes, Prevention, Cure, Palliation of Diseases, Latest Discoveries. pub. 12s.; PARKES, Chemical Catechism, Illustrations, Experiments. 2 books.


223 COOPER, Dictionary of Practical SURGERY, Principles, Practice, from most Authentic and Original Sources, Account of Instruments, Remedies, Applications, Etymology of Terms, with Numerous Cases. pub. £1 8s.; HÉLDE, Pharmacopœia, translated, Notes by Latham; TRACTS, Medical, &c. 3 books.

224 LAWRENCE, Venereal Diseases of Eye; SYER, Management of Infants, General Principles of Domestic Treatment; NICHOLSON, Chemistry. 3 bks.

225 CARPENTER, Human Physiology, Principles of, with Applications to Pathology, Hygiene, Potentia Medicine, many engravings. pub. £1.; CHOLERA, Madras, &c. 3 books.

226 LONDON MEDICAL Physical Journal, ed. by Macleod, 19 Nos. cost £2 7s 6d.

227 CLARK, Influence of Climate in Prevention, Cure of Chronic Diseases, particularly of Chest and Digestive Organs, with Tables of Climate. pub. 12s.; MOSS, Management, Nursing, Diseases of Children, Treatment, Diseases of Pregnant and Lying-in Women, &c.; HOOPER, Diseases of Joints; QUINCY, Medical Dictionary. 5 books.

228 GRAHAM, Dr., Domestic Medicine, Symptoms, Causes, Correct Treatment, Modern Improvements, Domestic Materia Medica, copious Approved Prescriptions, &c., morocco. cost 16s.

229 HAMILTON, Midwifery; WHITE, Management of Pregnant and Lying-in Women. 2 books.

230 COOPER, First Lines of Practice of Surgery, plates; HOWSHIP, Symptoms, Discrimination, Treatment, of Diseases of Lower Intestines, and Anus; LONSDALE, Lateral Curvature of Spine; MEDICAL DIRECTORY; WHEELER, Catalogus Plantarum Medicinalium. 6 books.

231 UNDERWOOD, Diseases of Children, Treatise, also Management of Infants, 3 vols.; LONDON System of Dissection; MEAD, Medical Works, 3 vols, plates; SAUNDERS, Practice of Physic. 8 books.

232 FOREIGN QUARTERLY Review, 6 Nos. cost £1 16s.

233 RELIGIONS of the WORLD, Cyclopaedia of, Accounts of various Faiths and Creeds, contributed by Members of each Denomination.

234 ELEMENTS of USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, for Children, Divisions of Time, Articles of Food, Clothing, Utility, Ornament, Minerals, Heavenly Bodies, Nat. Phenomena, Geography, History, &c.; and others. 5 books.

235 SPRING TIDE, a Tale founded on Destruction of Crolynd Abbey, 383, during Reign of Egbert, King of Wessex, cloth extra, gilt edges, and others. 5 books.

236 COPIES for WRITING, beautifully executed, Mercantile Precedents for Commercial Schools, Historical Small Hand, Select Passages, Latin Apothegms, Examples, for Classical Schools, 5 Works Collected. 2 copies.

237 AIMARD, Indian Scout, Story of Aztec City; RESPECTABLE SINNERS, by Mrs. Brotherton. 2 books.

238 FEDERAL STATES, Six Months in, by Dicey, 2 vols in 1. pub 21s.

239 DON QUIXOTE, excellent translation, with Life, above all other books to be read and studied, for amusement, still more for picture of true Christian gentleman, virtue, genius, elevated soul, affectionate heart, engravings. pub 6s.

240 FROISSART, Chronicles of England, France, Spain, &c., “only authentic Information on proudest, most striking portion of our annals, most charming delightful Work, perfectly natural; such Adventure, Skirmishing, Battles. Pictures of Life, in tent, palace, church, pastoral, quiet, edited with Notes, etc., 2 vols, fine Illustrations.
241 RED and White Roses, and other Tales. Contents: Gottfried, or the Island Hermitage; Isaac Pinchpenny, or the Unmasked Hypocrite; Henry of Eichenfelds; Heinrich and Blanca, cloth, gilt leaves, fine engravings; and others

242 EADIE (Professor) Dictionary of the Bible, plan of Jerusalem, and numerous engravings; and 1 other. 2 books

243 STEBBING, Lives of the ITALIAN POETS, "Admirably chosen subject, written with elegance, lives of romance." first pub. £1 11s 6d. 1860

244 PAMPHELOTS, Various, on Ireland, Philosophy, Poland, Reform, &c., by Disraeli, Bulwer, and others.

245 BRIDGE, Algebra; CHANTREAU, Philosophical, Political, Literary Travels in Russia, translated, 2 vols, map, plates; Astronomical Lectures, read in Oxford; SOPHOCLES Philoctetes, &c. 10 various.

246 IRELAND, Ancient Corporate System, Suggestions for its immediate Restoration, and General Extension, by Gale; IRISHMEN and IRISHWOMEN; QUEEN ANNE, Memoirs from Original Papers, portrait. 3 books.

247 GILPIN, Picturesque Beauty, in Lakes of Cumberland and Westmoreland, "charming descriptions, pure taste," 2 vols in 1, fine plates; CLERGY LIST; MIRROR of Literature, Amusement, Instruction, numerous engravings; CHRISTIAN MISCELLANY. 4 books.

248 DARNLEY, or Field of Cloth of Gold, by James; Waverley Novels; BP. BLOMFIELD, Manual of Family Prayers, &c. 16 various.

249 HAWKER, Instructions to Young Sportsmen; Choice, Care, Management of Guns, Hints for Preservation of Game, Directions for Shooting Wild Fowl, &c, morocco, plates. pub. £1 Is.

250 HEATH, Ireland, Picturesque, Romantic, by Ritchie, velvet, 19 beautiful engravings. cost £1 1s.


252 ANCIENT Testament, very fine copy, old morocco gilt leaves; also PSEAUMES de DAVID, ou Vers Francois avec la Musique, bound in hogskin and silver clasps. 2 books.

253 TROLLOPE, Mrs., Hargrave, or Adventures of a Man of Fashion, 3 vols in 1, calf. pub. £1 11s 6d.

254 MUDIE, Domesticated Animals popularly considered, Structure, Habits, Localities, Distribution, Natural Relations, Influence upon Progress of Human Society; WEBSTER, Pronouncing English Dictionary, by Nuttall; WALKINGAME, Tutor's Assistant, and others. 8 books.

255 ENTAIL, or Lairds of Gritty, by Galt, 3 vols; CHEAP REPOSITORY, Tracts, Entertaining, Moral, Religious. 4 books.

256 Dr. HOOK, Education of the People. 20 copies.

257 FULFORD, 33 Plain Sermons, Ministry, Doctrine, Services of Church, Church and her Gifts, Preface, Notes, 2 vols. pub. 18s.

258 OFFICER'S Manual in Field, Series of Military Plans, representing Principal Operations of a Campaign, 2 vols, 60 plates; MITCHELL, System of Light Drill, Questions and Answers on Rudiments of Skirmishing. 3 books.

259 CLARKE, Boyle Lectures, on Being and Attributes of God, particularly Answer to Hobbes, Spinoza, and followers, "answers to chief objections to natural and revealed religion, force of reasoning, logical precision;" ROBINSON, Sermons. 2 books.

260 WORKING MAN'S FRIEND and Family Instructor, 7 vols in 4.

261 JOYCE, Last Glimpse of Convocation, 'shewing latest Incidents and Results of Synodical Action in the Church; BIRD, Sacramental Priestly System Examined, or Strictures on Wilberforce on Incarnation and Eucharist; ANDERSON, Practical Religion Exemplified, Letters, Passages from Life of Rev. Robt. Anderson. 3 books.

262 NEWTON, Cardiphonia, or Utterance of the Heart, in a Correspondence, 2 vols; GURNEY, Habitual Exercise of Love to God; HOLY BIBLE; COMMON SENSE of Life Assurance, by a Man of Times, &c. 8 books.

263 PALEY, Clergyman's Companion in Visiting Sick; NEW TESTAMENT, Key to, by Percy; PSALMS, morocco, gilt edges; HOLT, Plurality of Benefices, Clergy Residence Act, Notes. 4 books.

264 TAYLOR, Rev. Isaac, Scenes of Commerce, by Land and Sea, or where does it come from? EDGEBORTH, on Irish Bulls; EVANS, Juvenile Tourist, Excursions through Gt. Britain, Historical Anecdotes, Poetical Extracts; FLO- RIST'S MANUAL, for Construction of Gay Flower Garden; DON QUIXOTE, 3 vols, (odd) $5. 3 books.

265 ZIMMERMANN, on Solitude, Effects of Occasional Retirement on the Mind, Heart, General Society, Exiles, Old Age, Bed of Death, "most sublime conceptions, greatest sagacity of observation," translated; GALT, Member, an Autobiography; TOWNSEND, Physician's Vade Mecum; MOORE, History
294 WORDS of ENEMIES of CHRIST during his Sacred Passion, Twenty Dis-
courses in Cathedral of Vienna, by Veith, "illustrating Scripture in solid re-
reflections, many Anecdotes from Church Hist. and Saints' Lives;" and others.
295 URSULINE MANUAL, Collection of Prayers, Spiritual Exercises, etc.; GERAMB,
Visit to Rome; GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, Catholic History of, from
Earliest Ages to Treaty of Amiens, in 1802, 2 vols. 4 books.
296 BUTLER, Modern Geography; FAMILY DEVOTION, Manual of, arranged
from Prayer Book; LE MESSURIER, Garrison Sermons; TROWER, Practical
Exposition of Epistles, for Sundays and Saints' Days. 4 books.
297 WATKINS, Cyclopedia, Dictionary of Arts and Sciences, plates; BLAIR, Class
Book, 365 Reading Lessons, for Schools; CHRISTIAN TRIBUTE, Weaver,
Pagan Altar, Jehovah's Temple. 3 books.
298 COLLYER Sacred Interpreter, Practical Introduction to beneficial Reading and
thorough Understanding of Holy Bible, "good popular introduction,"—Bp.
Marsh, 2 vols, calf. pub 18s
299 TWEEDIE, Home, a Book for Family; CHEPMELL, Short Course of History,
Greece, Rome, England; PARKER, Progressive Exercises in English Grammar;
CARY, Traveller's Companion. 4 books.
300 HUGHES, Specimens of English Poetry, Prose Introductions, Notes, Questions,
Elymological Appendix of Greek, Latin, and Saxon Roots; BONNYCASTLE,
Mensuration, Practical Geometry; HAMEL, French Exercises; Fleming, Rise
Fall of Rome Papal, etc., 8 various.
301 ADAMS, Cyclopedia of Poetical Quotations, choice Passages from Poets of every
Age and Country, calf. pub. 5s 6d. 1865
302 DAVY, Money, Popular Exposition, in Rough Notes, with Remarks on Steward-
ship and Systematic Benevolence. pub 5s. 1865.
303 FERGUSON (Rev. Dr.) Consecrated Heights, Mountains of Bible (Ararat to
Mount), or Scenes of Higher Manifestation, morocco. pub 6s 6d
304 PENALTIES of Greatness, pointing out Characteristics of Men, the Great Types
of our Humanity, Moses, Socrates, St. Paul, Dante, Wycliffe, Columbus
Luther, Xavier, Tycho Brahe, Kepler, Galileo, Pilgrim Fathers, Cromwell,
morocco. pub 6s 6d
305 OXENDEN, Parables of our Lord. pub 4s 6d
306 NICCOLO MARINI, Mystery Solved, Tale of Naples Life, 2 vols in 1. pub 16s.
307 RELIGIONS of the WORLD, Cyclopedia of, Accounts of various Faiths and
Creeds, contributed by Members of each Denomination, morocco.
308 WARBURTON, (Bp. "Dogmatical Lord of Paradoxal Land") Life, with Remarks
on his Works, portrait. pub 12s. 1863
309 DIGBY, Evenings on the Thames, or Serene Hours, and what they require, 2 vols.
310 FABLES, Stories, Allegories, Selection of 181 BEST SPECIMENS extant,
"Compiled with great care, far superior to any other," "Excellent gift book,
umerous woodcuts; and 1 other. 2 books.
311 PYCROFT, Agony Point, or Groans of Gentility, cloth. pub 5s 1862.
312 TEACHER'S OFFERING, cloth, numerous engravings.
313 DEAD LOCK, a Story, also Tales of Adventure, etc., by Smith.
314 WILMOT FAMILY, a Novel, by Crawford, 3 vols in 1. pub. £1. 11s 6d
315 ALFRED MITFORD, or the Impostor, a Tale, 3 vols in 1, morocco. pub £1 11s 6d
316 DAVY (Dr.) Diseases of Army, with Contributions to Pathology. pub. 16s.
317 ANDREW DEVEREYLL, History of Adventurer in New Guinea, by Beach, 2
vols in 1. pub £1 1s. 1863.
318 VONVED the Dane, Rover of the Baltic, 2 vols in 1. pub 21s. 1861.
319 BUTLER, Lady, The Prophecy, 2 vols in 1. pub £1 1s 1863
320 MILDINGTON, The Barrister, a Romance, 2 vols in 1. pub £1 1s. 1863
321 AGNES Home. pub 10s 6d, 1861.
322 FARR, Select Poetry, chiefly Sacred of Reign of King James 1st; HAND BOOK
of Travel-Talk, Questions Phrases, Vocabularies, English, German, French,
Italian; DELESSERT, Une Nuit dans la Cite de Londres. 4 books.
323 BELLA DONNA, or the Cross before the Name, a Romance, by Dyce, 2 vols in 1.
pub £1 1s.
324 BIBLICAL Antiquities, with Collateral Subjects on Language, Geography,
History of Palestine, by Cox, morocco, maps, engravings. pub 7s 6d
325 GREGORY, Experimental Philosophy, Astronomy, Chemistry, 2 vols, numerous
plates; LORD RODNEY, Life by Lieut. Genl. Munday; MEDICAL ALMA-
NACK. 4 books.
326 ALABAMA and Sumter, Cruise of, by Commander Semmes, printed for Con-
ofederate Cause.
327 DAVY, Physiological Researches. pub 15s
328 SCOTT (Benj.) 24 Sermons, edited by Rev. T. Scott, calf neat, (pub 12s); GRO-
TIUS, Truth of Christian Religion, with Le Clerc's Notes, translated, additional
Notes by Dean Clarke, "excellent manual, clear, forcible, easy."—Watson;
EVANGELICAL MAGAZINE. 3 books.

329 CUMMIMG, Old Testament Saints, plates.

330 TERENTIUS Christianus, Comedie Duce, Terentiano stylo (Tobias, Juditha, et Fabula Jocosa ac Ludicra), a Schouwre, vellum; TESTAMENTUM, Latina, 1587, rare early Beza's edition. 2 books, scarce.

331 FONBLANQUE, Rights, Wrongs, A Manual of Household Law; PHRENOLOGY tested, Reason, Facts; HORNE, on Infidelity. 3 books

332 CONTANSEAU, Proseators, Poets Francois Selections from Best French Authors, with Biographical Sketches; DITTO, Guide to French Translation; ROY, French Conversations; CONVERT, by Author of Two Rectors. 4 books.

333 WALKER, Critical, Pronouncing English Dictionary, English Pronunciation, etc.; also Rules for Scotch, Irish, Londoners, to avoid Peculiarities; Observations, Etymological, Critical, Grammatical, morocco.

334 ELLIS (Mrs.), Social Distinction, or Hearts and Hands, 3 vols, calf, plates, pub. £1 17s 6d


336 CATALOGUE, Illustrated, of the Great Exhibition, Official, Descriptive, 3 vols, complete, cloth, numerous fine plates, engravings. pub 4 gs.

337 GILES, Guide to Domestic Happiness; HAMILTON, Rudiments of Music; SCHOOL ROOM Lyrics, edited by Knight; VOLTAIRE, Histoire de Charles XII.; TEMYLTHORP, Posie of Godly Prayers; KEEPSAKE for Parting Friend, etc. 7 books.


339 SIBERIA, Travels in, by Hill, 2 vols in 1. pub £1 4s

340 WATTS, Scripture History; MURRAY, Lecteur Francais, Pieces Choisis; FRANCE, Histoire, par Ardant; KEITH, Use of Globes, Philosophical View of Earth and Heavens; LE TELLIER, Grammaire Francaise. 5 books.

341 ADOLPHUS, History of England, George III. {a pretty good authority on such a point) declared most accurate authentic record of his reign (Times, Dec., 1861) 3 vols, calf, fine copy. pub £1 11s 6d

342 ANECDOTES, Literary, Scientific, Illustrative of Characters, Habits, Conversations of Men of Letters of Science, edited by Keddie, cloth, (soiled)

343 ARCHITECTURE and PAINTING, Lectures on, at Edinburgh, by Ruskin, plates. pub. 5s 6d

344 VENN, Complete Duty of Man, Doctrinal, Practical Christianity, Forms of Prayer, Offices of Devotion, etc., with Life; HAMILTON, History of Soul; LAW, Christian's Manual, or Desire of the soul turned to God. 3 books.

345 ASTORIA, or Enterprise beyond the Rocky Mountains, by Washington Irving, 3 vols. pub £1 11s 6d

346 SALISBURY, Practical Botany, Uses of Plants, either Wild or Cultivated, for Agriculture, Medicine, Rural Economy, Arts, 2 vols; SHIPMASTER'S GUIDE Directions for making Returns, and otherwise complying with Provisions of Merchant Seaman's Act, M'ARTHUR, Scale of Medicines; BARNARD, Divinity of Christ demonstrated from Holy Scriptures, etc. 6 books.

347 PRAYER BOOK, King Charles's, Field, 1669. The first or sealed book is in 1669; DENISON, Analysis of Essays and Reviews; HOPPUS, on Academical Education and Degrees. 6 books.

348 SCOTTISH CHIEFS, by Miss Jane Porter, 2 vols in 1, morocco, plates.

349 HALL, Capt., Voyages, Travels, Fragments of, "one of most delightful books ever penned for young or old, as true as Nature itself. Imparts a freshness to whatever it touches. Pleasant as he is on shore, he is without a rival on the merry seas."—Quart. Review. 1st and 2nd Series, 6 vols, pub £1 20s.

350 ANDERSON, History of Church of England, in Colonies, and Foreign Dependencies of British Empire, 3 vols, pub 24s.

351 SCOTT, Sir W., Lay Last Minstrel, Lady of Lake, "richness and spirit, profusion of incident, and shifting brilliancy of colouring, constant elasticity and energy, peculiarly his own."—Jeffory; DICKSON, Fallacies of Faculty, Principles of Chromo-Thermal System of Medicine; ARMY and NAVY, Votes and Thanks of Houses of Parliament to, for Signal Instances of Successful Efforts in Defence of their Country: CHINA, Our Commercial Relations with, and others. 10 books.

352 GOLDSMITH, Miscellaneous Works, Vicar of Wakefield, State of Polite Learning, Poems, Plays, Citizen of World, Lives, Essays, with Life, "the Poet, Natural Philosopher, Historian, he left no species of writing unadorned, powerful yet gentle, sublime, lively, versatile, noble, pure, elegant genius," 4 vols, cf; AUNT MADDY'S DIAMONDS, a Tale for Little Girls, by Mrs. Myrtle; COLLOQUIAL Phrases, Collection. 6 books.

353 WHAT SHALL I BE? or Boy's Choice of a Trade; AGNES and LITTLE
KEY, or Bereaved Parents Instructed and Comforted; STODDART, on the Psalms. 3 books.

354 LUCAS, Rev. Dr., on Happiness, complete, all three parts, with Religious Perfection, "beautiful Thoughts, grand, solemn, very expressive, pathetic appeals." —Bp. Jebb, 2 vols; FORDGE, Sermons to Young Women, 2 vols; OWEN, Fashionable Word Displayed. 5 books.

355 AMERICA, North, Three Years in, by Stuart, 2 vols. pub £1 1s; TRIP HOME, with some Home-Spun Yarns. 3 books.

356 AMERICA, North, and British Canadian Possessions, History of, Geographical and Statistical, 2 vols, plates, maps, very scarce.

357 DISMARK, Count, Tactics and Manoeuvres of CAVALRY, translated from German, with Notes, by Major Beamish, plates. pub. £1 1s., &c. 3 books.

358 SELMANN, Visit to Viti, Account of Government Mission to Viti or Fiji Islands, 1860-1 map, illustrations. pub 14s 1862.


360 XENOPHON, Cyropedia, or Institution of Cyrus, translated by Ashley, 2 vols; RUFFORD, Essays, Political, Economical, Philosophical; RUFFHEAD, Life of Pope Pius IX and Original MSS, Critical Essay on His Writings and Genius, 4 books.

361 CICERO, Letters, Translation, "equaling the force and beauty of the originals," by Melmoth, 2 vols; VIRGILII Opera, Notis, Farnabii; SYMBOLA HEROICA, LATIN BIBLE. 5 books.

362 PARKHURST GREEK and ENGLISH LEXICON, of New Test., Meaning of Words, Phrases, Confirmations from Old Test., Greek Writers, also Greek Grammar, greatly augmented by H. J. Rose. pub. £1 11s 6d

363 CICERO, Cato Major, with double Translation, on Hamiltonian System; GREEK TESTAMENT, key to, Interlineary Translation, Preface explanatory of Principles, Practice of the Hamiltonian System; CODDINGTON, System of Optics. 3 books.

364 HERODOTUS, Reizi et Schaferi, 2 vols, DEMOSTHENES Orationes de Republica; PORTA, Ditionarium Ionicum Greco-Latinum; CLAVIS HOME- RICA. 5 books.

365 BIBLE, Hebrew, without Points. Leusden, Amat., 1701. "One of the most beautiful vols of Hebrew printing in the world." —Dildin; DANZII Grammatica et Idiomas, Hebrew and Chaldee; Sigonius, de Antiquo Jure, Romanorum et Italian Orationes; OXFORD UNIVERSITY. 4 books.

366 HORATII Opera, Delphin, Dacierii Notis; Cæsar, Delphin; CORNELIUS NEPOS, Delphin; DITTO, translated, Notes by Clarke; CELLARII, Geographia Antiqua, Patrick, etc. 6 books.

367 WOODHOUSE, Plane, Spherical Trigonometry; BLAND, Algebraical Problems; EMMERSON, Doctrine of Fluxions. 3 books.

368 CYCLOP.EDIA of Practical MEDICINE, by Forbes, Tweedie, Conolly, complete, with Medical Bibliography, 4 large vols, calf neat, (pub £6 15s)

369 HOBART (American Bp.) Sermons, Events, Truths of Redemption, Address, Dissert., Sermons, State of Departed, Descent of Christ into Hell, 2 vols, fine copy, calf, (pub £1 1s 6d)

370 SEYMOUR, Pilgrimage to Rome; JENKINS' Rationalness and Certainty of Christian Religion, "great learning and research, particularly valuable."—Burton, 2 vols; BP. HOADLEY, Discourses concerning Terms of Acceptance with God. 4 books.

371 GROTIIUS, Truth of Christian Religion, with Le Clerc's Notes, translated, with additional Notes by Dean Clarke, "excellent manual, clear, forcible, easy."—Watson; HOLY BIBLE, marginal References, and others, 13 various.

372 ALIVE OR DEAD, a Tale of St. Crispin's Parish; PRINTING, London Scales of Prices, Compositors, Work, Dublin, Belfast, Edinburgh; ABRICHT, Divine Emblems, after Fashion of Quarles. 3 books.

373 JEWELL, Bp, "greatest light of Reformation, the Jewel of Bishops."—Hooker, Works, edited for Parker Society, by Ayre; Defence of Apology, Letters, Miscellaneous Pieces, cloth.

374 GALT, Stories of Study, 3 vols; MAN of the WORLD, a Novel by Author of Trials of Life, 3 vols; CROHOORE of the Bill-Hook, and Fetches. 7 books.

375 COTTON TRADE of Gt. Britain, Rise, Progress, Present Extent, by Mann; NEW TESTAMENT, 60 illustrations by Kenny Meadows, Notes, Historical, Descriptive; FUNCH, various, etc.

376 TRIAL of CAPT. WATHEN, 15th King's Hussars, Court Martial; CAVALRY, Regulations, Instructions, Formations, Movements; WARRANTS, Regulations to Army, on Finance, collected, with Indexes; TORRENS on French Infantry, on Review of Army in Paris at Feast of Eagles in 1852; STANDING ORDERS, BADCOCK, on Outposts, Patroles, etc., 8 books.

377 GLASCOCK (Capt.), Naval Service, Officer's Manual, for every Grade in Ships, Notice on Steam and Steam Ships, Last Edition. pub £1 1s; TUPINIER, Dimensions of Ships of Line, and Frigates in French Navy; SMITH, Construc-
tion of Cottages; IRON-CASED SHIPS, Lectures on. 5 books.

378 LEES, Laws of Shipping, and Insurance, Statutes, Pilots, Regulations, etc.; CLEMENTS, Customs Guide, British Tariff; COURT COUNTY, Suitor's Instructor in Practice of. 3 books.


380 RIVAL RACES, or Sons of Joel, a Legendary Romance. by Eugene Sue, 3 vols. pub £1 11s 6d.

381 JAVA, Island of, Sketches, Civil and Military, Immediate Dependencies, interesting Details of Batavia, Particulars of celebrated Poison Tree, maps; STEWART, Outlines of Moral Philosophy; WEST, Guide to Lakes in Cumberland, Westmorland, Lancashire. 3 books.

382 MANNERS of the AGE, Moral Satires; FAWCETT, Poems, and Art of Poetry; RICHERS, History of Royal Genealogy of Spain; BOLINGBROKE, Letters. 4 books.

383 GRIMSHAW, Memoir of Legh Richmond, "delightful work to a Christian;" unusual interest. A mind most richly endowed by nature, deeply hallowed by spirit of true religion. Most enchanting letters, especially to his Children. Instructions, Pious Solicitations, etc., pub 14s; ANDREW, Family Sermons. 2 bks.

384 DEATH-BED Scenes and Pastoral Conversations; GRAMMAR, Geographical, Historical, Commercial, maps; POYNDER, Popery in Alliance with Heathenism; HODGSON, Instructions for Candidates for Holy Orders and Parochial Clergy. 4 books.

385 SWEDENBORG, Heaven and its Wonders, and concerning Hell, a Relation of Things Heard and Seen, translated; HINDMARSH, A Seal upon Lips of Unitarians, Trinitarians, and all who refuse to acknowledge Sole Exclusive Divinity of one Lord, Illustrations of 144 passages in Four Evangelists and Apocrypha, in Proof that Christ is Supreme and only God of Heaven and Earth. 2 books.

386 CHARNOCK, Man's Enmity to God, and Mercy for Chief of Sinners; BAXTER, Call to Unconverted; EVANS, Pastoral Letters; COMMON-PRAYER, 4 bks. 387 JEWELL, Bp., "greatest light of Reformation, the Jewel of Bishops," Hooker, Works, edited for Parker Society, by Ayre; Sermons at Paul's Cross; Correspond. with Dr. Cole; Reply to Dr. Harding's Answ. of Private Mass, &c. cloth.

388 POPES, Platina, Vite de Pontifici, "first historical work upon an ecclesiastical subject after revival of letters," Dowling, num. old ports; MIDDLETON, Letters from Rome, showing exact conformity between Popery and Paganism. 2 books.

389 RIVER PLATE, Anglo-French Intervention; LLOYD, Physical Geography; STATISTICAL SOCIETY of London, Journal, 8 parts; ROYAL SOCIETY, Proceedings of, etc. 35 various.

390 YOUNG, Night Thoughts, "originality of style, elevation of sentiment, grandeur of diction, beauty of imagery, extensive knowledge of men and things, and profound acquaintance with feelings of Human Heart," 2 vols; ELLIS, Mrs., Women of England, Social Duties, Domestic Habits; HARcourt, Sketch of Madeira, maps, views. 4 books.

391 CHAUCER, Canterbury Tales, "one of Brightest Names in English Literature, the Father of English Poetry, what Annalist of stirring times of the Plantagenets can show us the Inner Life of English People, as Chaucer does;" STANSFELD, Italian Movement and Italian Parties; VEGETABLE KINGDOM, Popular Sketch of, plates; BUCKLAND's Geology, 43 plates to; and others, various.

392 DERMDY, Poems, Moral, Descriptive; MONTGOMERY, Wanderer of Switzerland, and other Poems; MORTIMER, Principles, Practice of Trade and Commerce; NICOL, Villa Garden Directory; MAUNDER, Treasury of Knowledge, vol 2, &c. 6 books.

393 BUSSEY, History of Napoleon, translated, numerous very clever illustrations by Horace Vernet, cloth. pub. 21s.

394 BYRON, Giaour, Bride of Abydos,Corsair, Laza; NAPOLEON, red morocco, gilt edges; MARKHAM, Avenged Bride, Tale of Gems, &c. 3 books.

395 RIVILLY, a Novel, by Milton, 3 vols in 1, morocco. pub. £1 11s 6d.

396 IVANHOE, a Romance, by Sir W. Scott; BIRDS, Natural History, 3 vols, plates; HELME, History of England, 2 vols; PENELON, Telemaque, par TASSO, 7 books.

397 BUTLER, Geography of Globe; DES CARRIERES, Histoire de France, par TARVER et DELLHE; WANOSTROCHT, recueil Choisi Traits Historiques Contes Moraux; MURYAY, English Exercises. 5 books.

398 HERSCHEL, on Astronomy, engravings; OXFORD, CAMBRIDGE, Latin Prize Poems, Translations; BURNETT, View of Poland, &c. 4 books.

399 MECHANIC'S MAGAZINE, 4 vols. pub. £1 12s.

400 AMERICA and AMERICAN Church, by Casswall, map, plates; KRUMMACHER, Israel Wanderings in the Wilderness, translated, vol 2. 2 books.
401 ANDERSON, Modern Geography: PEOPLE FLOW'RING, where to gather, how to preserve, Uses, Seasons for Flowering, Medicinal Uses; WOOD, Common Objects of Sea Shore, engravings; ETIQUETTE, Hints on, and Usages of Society; RICHARDSON, on Shakespeare's Dramatic Characters, etc. 7 books.

402 CHAMBERS, History of English Language and Literature; BELL, Plane Geometry, according to Euclid, Electricity, Galvanism, Magnetism, Electro-Magnetism, Heat, Steam Engine, 76 engravings. 4 books.

403 WESLEY, Sermons, "Of this great and good man, all human praise is needless. The effects of his holy life are happily but too apparent in the godly character of his posterity and the present altered state of the Church," with Life by Drew. 2 vols., calf.

404 HAMILTON, Analytical Geometry; STEWART, Outlines of Moral Philosophy; LEIGH, Annotations, Philologicae Theologiae in Testamentum. 3 books.

405 PALEY, Natural Theology, and Tracts, "the great work of this admirable writer." VAN MILDERT, Bampton Lectures, General Principles of Scripture Interpretation. 2 books.

406 OLDFIELD, Representative History of Gt. Britain and Ireland: History of House of Commons, Counties, Cities, Boroughs of United Kingdom, from earliest period, 6 vols. pub £13 12s.

407 AKENSIDE, Pleasures of Imagination, ("One of most classical of all English poets, an exquisite echo of Milton's tones") morocco extra, gilt edges, plates; PROTESTANT'S ARMOUR, or Believer's Antidote against Unscriptural Teaching; GOLDSMITH, Traveller, Notes by Mason; HOPLAND, Young Cadet, or Travels in Hindostan, etc. 6 books.

408 DOMESTIC Chaplain, or Family Duties, for every Sunday in Year, by Molesworth, 2 vols. pub £1.

409 BIBLE, HOLY, marginal references, morocco, gilt edges; OLD SEA CAPTAIN, numerous engravings. 2 books.

410 ELIZA COOK, Poetical Works; WOMEN OF WORTH, A Book for Girls, illustrated by Dickens. 2 books.

411 TASSO, Jerusalem Delivered, the Homeric of Italy, the subject the most noble that can be conceived, summing up all the glories and horrors of the Crusaders. Tasso as delicately moulded as if he had fed upon nothing grosser than the breath of flowers, Translated; ROCHFOUCAULT Maxims, Moral Reflections; also SHAKSPERIAN Aphorisms; WHO'S WHO. 3 books.

412 JOHNSON (Capt.) Lives, Adventures of Highwaymen, Pirates, Housebreakers, Street Robbers, etc., plates.

413 TRIAL of the QUEEN, Proceedings in House of Lords, also whole of Defence; PILOT, that weather'd the Storm, Political Principles, Sentiments, Motives of Pitt; WELTON, Statistical Papers, based on Census of England and Wales. 3 books.

414 ROADSIDE Sketches in South of France and Spanish Pyrenees, by Three Wayfarers, 24 illustrations. pub 15s.

415 AMERICA, Memorable Days, Journal of Tour, Condition, Prospects of Emigrants, Accounts of Birkbeck's Settlements in Illinois, by Faux; LONDON UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE, 11 Nos. cost £1 5s 12 various.

416 JOHNSON (Dr.) Beauties, Maxims, Observations, Moral, Critical, Miscellaneous, Biographical Anecdotes, with Life by Boswell; FRUITS of ENTERPRISE; WHOLE DUTY of MAN; BUNNEY, Christian Phrenology; TRAVELLER, Entertaining Journey round Habitable Globe, plates. 5 books.

417 YOUNG, Night Thoughts, "Entire Originality of style, elevation of sentiment, grandeur of diction, beauty of imagery, extensive knowledge of men and things, and profound acquaintance with feelings of human heart;" STAUNTON, Historical Account of Embassy to China, maps, plates; DYER, Poems; COMMON PRAYER; PAMPHLETS. 6 books.

418 KINGSLEY, Austin Elliot, 2 vols. pub 12s. 1863.

419 HARRIS, Funeral Discourses; GRUSE, Practical Sermons; CARD, Beauford, or Picture of High Life, 2 vols.; MAUDE, School Boy; TRACTS, etc. 7 bks.

420 JAMES, Young Man's Friend and Guide, through Life to Immortality; GEOGRAPHICAL TEXT BOOK; HOLY BIBLE. 3 books.

421 DUFIEF, Nature displayed in her Mode of Teaching FRENCH, infallible Method of acquiring with rapidity, "admirable model," 2 vols. pub £1 4s.

422 HARRIS, Maimon, or Covetousness Sin of Christian Church; MILNE, Sermons; SIR W. SCOTT, Rokeby. 3 books.

423 SIMPSON, Plea for Religion and Sacred Writings, against Disciples of TOM PAINE, and Wavering Christians of any persuasion; SIR W. SCOTT, Lady of Lake; FRANCE, Map, on Canvas in Case. 3 books.

424 BIBLE HOLY, morocco, gilt rim clasp; FAMILY BOOK. 2 books.

425 THE present at antemurales; ROBERTSON, Hebrew Grammar; HODGSON, Instructions for Clergy. 3 books.

426 BLUNT, Reformation in England; HOLY BIBLE. 2 books.

427 ALICE LEMINGTON, Orphan, and Idler Reformed, a Domestic Tale, 3 vols.
428 **HOLY BIBLE**, marginal references, *morooco extra, gilh edges, claslp.

429 URE, *Materia Medica, for Infancy, Childhood, numerous Prescriptions, Rules for Diet, Regimen, Glossary of Technical Terms; PRESCRIPTIONS, Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery; TANNER, Practice of Medicine.* 3 books.


431 WATTS, Psalms, Hymns, 2 copies; HYMNS, Selection for Baptist, Supplement to Watts, CHILDE HAROLD's Pilgrimage. 5 books.

432 GODFREY MALVERN, by Thomas Miller, 25 illustrations, *pub 13s*; HERBERT, Attila, King of the Huns. 2 books.

433 NELSON, Fastas, Festivals, "most useful after Bible and Prayer book."—*Wheatley; BEAUTIFUL POETRY, Selected by Editors of Critic.* 2 books.

434 OLD HELMET, by Miss Wetherell; EVES, Derivative Spelling Book. 2 books.

435 BACKWOODSMAN, or Life on Indian Frontier, edited by Sir L. Wraxall, plates; STARK, Travels in Europe, for Travellers. 2 books.

436 BISHOP, Sermons, for Domestic Use; CHRISTIAN WITNESS, Church Members' Magazine; HOLY BIBLE, etc. 5 books.

437 MADAME de MAINTENON, par Madame de Genlis; OCEANIE, en Estampes, Description Geographique, Historique, *numerous plates; LEVIZAC, Grammaire Francais, 2 vols.* 4 books.

438 BOYLE against Bentley on Phalaris and Æsop, Examined [by Boyle, Atterbury, Friend, Dr. King]; HANCOCK, Argument to prove being of God, with Objections, Answered; FRENCH Speaking in England, Complete Conversational French Course, etc. 4 books.

439 HORACE, Odes, etc., Latin, English, Translation of Dr. Bentley's Notes, also Notes upon Notes in Bentleian Style and Manner, burlesque on Dr. Bentley, 2 vols, rare, copies have sold for 2 gns.; DEIST, Letters to, in Answer to Objections against Truth and Authority of Scripture. 3 books.


441 GISBORNE, Enquiry, Duties of Female Sex; MILLS, Practical Husbandry, 3 vols; PUGH, on Midwifery; IRVING, Salmagundi, or Whim Whams and Opinions. 6 books.

442 WARD, Popular Exposition of Advantages and Disadvantages of each kind of INVESTMENT, its Liability to Depreciation and Loss, *cost 10s 6d; BROWN, Elements of Conchology, or Natural History of Shells, on Linnean System, plates; TREATISES of Peace, Alliance, Commerce, between Gt. Britain and other Powers, 2 vols, etc.* 5 books.


444 CONTINENTAL ADVENTURES, a Novel founded on Real Scenes and Adventures of an Actual Tour. 3 vols in 1, *morooco.* pub £1 11s 6d


446 JANET, or Glances at Human Nature, by Author of Misrepresentation, 3 vols in 1, *morooco.* pub £1 11s 6d

447 CULPEPER, English Physician and British Herbal, by Dr. Dickenson; AGNES STRICKLAND, Historical Tales of British Children; *WHOLE DUTY of Man; POLITE LITERATURE, Key to,* FENELON, Pious Reflections. 5 books.

448 SHAKESPEARE, Plays, Bell's edition, Notes, Critical, Illustrative, 7 vols, *calf, plates (wants vol 2.)*

449 CHURCH SERVICE, 2 vols, *morooco, gilt edges, morocco cases; HAEWES, Communicant's Spiritual Companion; PERUVIAN TALES; STEEL, Naval Chronology of War, from Commencement 1793 to Conclusion 1801; MODELS of LETTERS, for Schools, etc.,* by best Authors. 5 books.

450 VERY SUCCESSFUL, by Lady Lytton Bulwer; JAMES, Forest Days, a Romance of Old Times, in 1 vol, *morooco.


452 MACKENZIE, Married Life, Duties, Trials, Joys; DITTO, Dwellings of Righteous, Pastoral Advice on Home Duties, in 1 vol; WORKING MAN, Memoirs; SAINT PIERRE, Paul et Virginie; HOLY BIBLE, marginal References. 4 books.
CHANTSOUTHEY, MOSES GILL, TAIT, WALKER, COX, BURNS, WATTS, OXFORD BICKERSTETH, BRADFORD JEFFREYS, STAUNFORD BARRETT, READIEST CHURCHMAN'S COLENSO, MUDIE, QUIVER, and others.

Tive ISABELLA from Thousand, ECCLESIASTICAL PUCE. Nelson, and others.

1. Theoretical, or Argumentative Reasoning; GESSNER, Six Volumes of Deduction, etc. or German Science, arranged for Chanting. 4 books.

2. Scottish Poems, by Alaric Watts, beautiful plates; MICROSCOPE, Wonders of, Explanation of Wisdom of Creator in Objects Comparatively Minute; COMMON PRAYER, 2 copies. 4 books.

3. Antiquities, Roman, English, Exposition of, Roman and English Offices, Parallel and Diverse Obscure Phrases explained; MOSES and AARON, Civil and Ecclesiastical Rites of Ancient Hebrews, also Customs of Hebrews, borrowed from Heathens, 2 vols in 1, scarce. 1631

4. LITERARY SOUVENIR, Cabinet of Poetry and Romance, edited by Alaric Watts, beautiful plates; MICROSCOPE, Wonders of, Explanation of Wisdom of Creator in Objects Comparatively Minute; COMMON PRAYER, 2 copies. 4 books.

5. Readiest Recounter, ever Invented, for Assisting Tradesmen, Merchants, Gentlemen, etc., in finding Amount at any given Price; any Number, 1 to 10 Thousand, Recalculated by Books; HOLY BIBLE; BP. TOMLINO, Study of Ditto. 3 books.

6. AntiQUITIES, ROMAN, English, Exposition of, Roman and English Offices, Parallel and Diverse Obscure Phrases explained; MOSES and AARON, Civil and Ecclesiastical Rites of Ancient Hebrews, also Customs of Hebrews, borrowed from Heathens, 2 vols in 1, scarce. 1631

7. STANDFORD (Sir W.) Exposition of King's Prerogative, Collected out of Justice Fitzherbert, and other old Writers of Laws of England, vellum, (rare, not in Lovendes) 1607.
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23. WELFINGTON, Story of Life, Battles, Poetical Career; SOUTHEY, Life of Nelson, in 1 vol; VOLPE, Memoirs of Ex-Capuchin, or Scenes of Modern Monastic Life; BOUVET, Turkey, Past, Present, translated. 3 books
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